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r
Education in Sweden at
the Ind of the 1970s

I

4

Sweden has a nine-year compulsory school for students
aged 7-16, known as the comprehensive "school. It. includes a
lower primary (junior) level (grades 1-3),' an\upper
primarylnliddle) level (grades 4-6)c. and a lower sec-.
ondary (senior) level (grades 7--9).The comprehensive
school has nearly Jne pillion students:

;klieg. this compulsory nint-year: school, there is an "in-
tegrated:' upper secondary ohool for students aged 16-1.9.
Nowadays nearly.90"/Iflontinue to the upper secondary
school. Studies in this non-compulsoiy school are or-
ganized into 22 different "study lines" (specialties or ma-
jors) as well as a large .n umber ofcspecial .courses of.'

si varying lengths_ which provide direct vocational prepaira-
non. The great majority of upper secondary studentg are
enrolled in. the 22 study lines. These art,' grouped into

- thrr'e sectors': arts and-social studies, science and technical
studies, and economic and cbminercial studies. The. lines
involve two, three or tour years of study. Most of them are
vocationally oriented. By completing a line at upper sec-
ondary school including at .letst twtyears of study, a
person fulfills the general admission requirement for
higher education. This is also true of vocationally oriented
lines, provided 'that they have iincluded studies in the
Ssedish and Enilish- languages. The poStcompulsory
uppv secondary school currently has'about 250,000 stu-
dents.

Pre-schools, for children under age 7, have exis ted for a
long time. But only in tecept year; have they been exten-
Si% CIV studied by gm'ernment-appointed commissions and

5
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become the object of political decisions. In 19Th,
went decided that 'pre-schools should exist in all of Swe-
den'i municipal districts (local government jurisdictiints)
and. sold provide. places for all 6-year-olds in each
district. This decision has no yet been fully put into
practice. At national and local levels, the pre-schools are
under the jurisdiction of the health and. social welfare
authorities. ht other Aords, the)) do hiot belong to the
regular school system.'.. -

Educationlor adults i_s_provided on a fairly large scale
in Sweden. At the _folk high argots (which re mainly
residential and for students aged 18 and up) there are
about 15,000 participants each year in courses lasting at
least 15 weeks, while shorter courses attract more than
100,000 people. Study circles operated by the adult educa-e
lion associations have nearly two million participants.
Nearly 100.000 people .take part in publicly run labor
market training (job retraining). Municipal adult education,
which ni.ovides instruction according to the curriculum of
the regular school system, haVabout 270,000 students. In
addition. trade,sinions and companies operate their own
course programs. These statistics provide a rough idea of
the magnitud of adult education in Sweden. The figures
should be viewed in reiation to the fact that Sweden has
8.1 million Inhabitants and about 100,000 people in each
one-year ogee bracket.

The nigher education system has alxi-ut...150,000 students
altogether. About 10,000 are. postgraduate students
working toward the doctorate. Each year 35,000 students.
i.e. aboin.one third oran,average age bracket, begin their

"studies' within one of the studs, programs in tine higher.
-4.doration sys...m: e.g. medicine, nursing, administration,

technical physii:s. In addition, a great !umber of students
begin so-called single courses, which may be parts ora full
study program...

. The study programs within Swedish higher education
aside from those at postgraduate levelare of different

. s
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lehgths. Medical studies require 51/2 years, while other
programs, for instance training of teachers for grades 1-3 .

or programs to train nurses or pre-school .teachers, nor-
mally require `1/2 years of full-time study.

Most of the higher education system is run by the State
(i.e. national government), but particularly in the health
care field there are programs run by municipal and
county governments. These focal programs, referred to
officially as municipal higher education, often use the same
facilitied as the upper secondary schools

Altogether there are more than 30 State-run institu-
tions of higher education at Mere thin 20 locations. (See
map on page 55:) Research is concentrated at seven of
these locationsStockholm, Goteborg, Lund/MalsInO,
Upps'ala; Linkoping, Umea, and Lulea. An institution of
higher education normally encompasses all State-run
higher education programs in one location. The most
obvious exception is Stockholm, with its twelve State,
run institutions of higher education. ,Eight of these are
professional colleges within the arts, and some of them
are very small.

The nine-year comprehensive school, the upper sec-
ondary school, and adult education are administrated at
the State level by the National Board of Education
(Skoltiverstvrelsen, Se b. The universities and professional
colleges are mainly under the jurisdiction of another
central administrative agency' for the higher education
system. the National Boardof Universities and Colleges

*nireniteil- och höpkoleambetei. L11A).
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Three Decades of Intensive
, Developtrient

a

The Development of the SchooNystem as' One Part
of the'Deveropment of Swedish Society

The creation in recent decades of the Swedish educational
system as 'briefly &scribed. above should be viewed
against the 'background of social development as a whole
during the same period. "lit the mid-1940s, Sweden had a
school system which, by European standards, was fairly

4 Old-fashioned and am particularly extensive. The com-
pulsory elementary school was only six or seven yeafs...
Alter' it came variouF types of lower secondary schools,
attended by le . t an one fourth of all elementary school

"graduates. Only about 10% of elementary school
-graduates covipleted a secondary education. Technical
and vocational training ere correwondingly limited in
scale. Fewer than 5% of each age, bracket attended uni-
versities and professional colleges. This is the system fr9m
which the current one has deVieloped over a period of
three decades.

A circumstance of significance to reform activities it-t,

general has been Sweden's political stability. The dominant
political has been the Social Democrats. Betwdent
1932 and 1976, i.e. fOr 44 years, they were in power
practically without interruption, including.brief periods
in coalition with other pa es. But lOr most of tliis time
they ruled through a one-party Government, and for long .

periods they had the support of a majority in Parliament..
13y and large. the same political party situation has pi e-
vaded in the decision-making bodies of local govern-
ments, which have cow; to operate' most of the school
S Steil.
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Political stability has had its parallel in a.comparativelr
labor market..P1. means of their strong organiza-

.

tions and smoothly functioning negotiating systernlabor
and management in industry and in the rest of the labor
market have generally reached mutually acceptable
utions. This has applied both to blu collar 'and 'white-
collar employees. Strikes and "t d industrial actions
have occurred relativelitfe ently. Unemployment has
al,so been low.

additional faCtor of importance has been the growth
q/ material prosperity in ,Sweden during the same period:
Industrialization' and efficiency measures on the labor
market, not least in agriculture, hare contributed to a
noticeable rise in standards of living as a whol., Using a
conventional yardstick such as the .1ross National Prod-
uct (GNP) per capita, Sweden has climbed. to the top level
arming indtpstrialized countries.

If material prosperity has facilitated edueatral re-
forms, the same Can be said of social welfare standards. By
means of social welfare legislation and other kinds of
welfare activities, there has been arr eflbrt to give everyone

\a share of social weifatre, broadly defined. Unemployment
insurance, basic old-age and supplementary income-re-
lated p.sions, .public health and medical care, child
allowances and housing allowances are important exam-.
ples of this. The reform of the educational systent all the
way from the pre-school level to the higher education level
may alto be seen as part' of this welfare program: It
includes such social benefits to students as free schooling
and higher education, school health and dental care pro-

4
gNrns, free school meals and transportation, free teaching
materials, study grants and interest-free study loans.
These benefits are provided to everyone.

The development of these material and social welfare
standards has gone hand in hand with the development of
the educational systerfi. Educational reforms have been
regarded as both a necessary prerequisite and as a con-

.
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sequence of rising standards in gener,?I: A growing
number of people haVe demanded an increasingly. long
education. At the same time, it has become More 'and
more difficult than before to move directly from,com-
pulsory schOol onto the labor market. Young people often
have no other alternative-than to continue their studies. A
;problem which has thus become increasingly topical in
recent years is how to coordinate education and gainful
employment in a way which is meaningful both for young
people and for the labor market as a whole.

It has sometimes been claimed that reforms in Sweden,
'including educational reforms, have been possible or in
any event easier Wecause Sweden is a homogeneous country..
No real conflicts due to difference_ race, relikioh.and
language have been thought to exist here. A global com-
parison undoubtedly aovidei some support for this view-
point. But conflictS of this typehave not been lacking.
Due among other things to a large-scale immigration from
other countries to Sweden in the past 15 years, themulti-
plicity of opinions rind value systems has also clearly
increased. Every eighth inhabitant of, Sweden is an im-
migrant. The homogeneity which may Once have existed
has thus been strongly reduced,

A School for Everyone

Comprehenive School and t .pper Secondary School

Quite naturally. opinions On how to change and improve
the schools and the higher education. system have varied
in Sweden just as in other countries. During the I 940s,

w hen people began toLquestion the traditional school
s' stems. views in S:veden were divided, too. 'These issues
were examined b two major .government-appiiinted
ommissions. The first of these more or less arrived,at the

conclusitm that the schools could be rcfbrmed through

I it
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inipros mem and organizational coordination ,pf the ex-
isting types of whoo1s. Theziecond commission wanted to
go further and recommended replacing the prevailing
system of parallel schools with a comprehensive school for
pupils up to age 16. The Social Democratic Government
presented the issue to Parliament in 1950. The legislatUre
decided in principle on a set of guidelines for the con-
(noted development of the Swedish school system. Ac-
cording to the decision Sweden was*to begin, during an
experimental period of about ten years, to implement a
new nine-year compulsory comprehensive school. This
experimental project was carried out on a growing scale
during the yek.rs 1950-62, and'the project increasingly,/
also included parts of the post-compulsory school system.
By means of a series of parliamentary decisions both
during and after this experimental period, there was a
gradual transition from the old school system to the new
school described briefly in the introduction.

According tr) the parliamentary decisions of 1950 and
later, the main objective was to raise the general level of
education. To accomplish this, the period of compulsory
schooling had to he lengthened. At the same time, there
w as a desire to ''democratize'' the school system, by im-
pro% ing educational opportunities for previously under-
1)6% ileged groups and by replacing the system of parallel
st hoot, at secondary level with a comprehensive system,
thereb% creating greater equality of educational op-

' port unities Furthermore, there was it desire to bring
about pedagogical Mine ititnis in the internal operations
of the schools. Practical training was to receive equal
status pith theoretical (-.eadeinic-) training. In some
[(Ape, Is this set tif object.ves tin- the school system corn-
[ ised both a Nurial and an educational policy program.

Nm.adas the goal of social equality is mentioned in
1)1.1(11,11k all school laws and school codes throughout
the .(1111. But tt it implemented m many different ways.
.111 miltol r.tnt alpect of soeial equality in (and by means

13



o& education is whether various social classes have access
tH education. The decision to introduce the nine-year
compulsory school throughout the country increased this
access in stages. In 1972, the nine-year compulsory school
had been completely implemented. The different types of
previously existing schools at lower secondary level had
been abolished at the same pace.

A lirst and significant step in the efliirts to create social
equality had thtis been taken: eyeryone had access to a
universal system of compulsory schooling to age 16. In
corresponding fashion but somewhat later time, access
to post-ompulsory education increased. As the com-
pulsory comprehensive wheol grew, recruitment to sec-
ondary schooling expanded. The existing study lines in
the secondary schoolthe Latin line and the natural sci-
ences linewere suppiemented by a "general line" in
I931. In the early I 960s, these three lines were coordi-
nated with the iiirmeily independent technical secondary
schools sand «,mmercial secondary schools into a new
upper secondary school. At the same time, twit -year con-
Jinmation schools with technical, economic, and social
!..tud pro,tinns were established as a form of continued
education innowing the new compulsory comprehensiv
50111111.

1.1% Pi70, eduitment 0.) the existing upper secondary
school Imo/Thum) s stem had risen to about 30% of all
%ming pe,ple HI the appropriate age. At the same time,
!walk -20".. attended the ile%% two-veal" continuation
s, hoofs. 1 his meant that about hall of all young pople
had access to upper serondar% studies.

Parallel ). it h this, municipal vocational schools were
expandrd dining the decade 1955- 1965. Eventually 30

the appropriate age bracket attended, these
schools. lieL;inning in 1971. a continuing series of retinins
coonlinated the sattous study programs within the
g). nmasunii. the t imtinuation schools and most of the
!Mimi %11, ahmial schools into a ns.% type of -in-

,
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tegrated- upper secondary school. This school was de- .

signed to the nine-year compulsory comprehensive
school. It includes a total 4.22 lines and a large number of
special courses.

The number of students who begin their studies in this
"integrated- upper secondary schoolarach year is now
equivalent to about 8:---90% of all 16-year-olds complet-
ing comprehensive school the same year. But the
percentage who go straight from comprehensive schools
to upper secondary schools is lower, an,,d it varies greatly
from one municipal district to another. In 1968, Parlia-
ment decided that all comprehensive school graduates
should have access to continued education. This aim has
been achieved, in that nowadays the upper secondary
schools can provide places to everyone. who applies to
them. But about on third of these applicants are not
admitted into the study line which was their- first choice,
but ha% e to accept their second or subsequenfchoice.

I lur, Art ri%thle Are the .S.chool.,'

Access to education is an important aspect of social
cqualit. But it is not enough that educational op-
port 11111tIrs They should also be within reach of the
inch% ideal. Sweden has always had problems with uneven

ot population, lung travel distances and the
n.-d lei boarding arrangements even in, compulsory
s! iuls.

The new nine.), ear compulsory comprehen;ive school
acne to include the lower secondary level, previously

know n .e the ieat,Aida. in which the teachers specialize in
different subjects. At this level each school needs a certain
minimum number of students :aid classes. This may re-
tinue concentrating students in a limited number of
tic Is. I hem eb making lung jourtirs necessary even tin-
students in compulsoi schuols.

,i5
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rt is characteristic of Sweden that students in grades
1 -9 fibrin One unit, the compulsory comprehensive
school, separate front the subsequent non-compulsory
upper 'secondary school for grades 10 and up. Lower and
upper secondary education, which previously were.ofter.
provided together,. have been split up by the comprehen-
sive school reform. The country is divided' into corn-

Nrehensive school districts and upper secondary school
, regions. There is thus always a particular comprehensive

showl and a particular upper secondary school kir each
student. In thinly populated areas, it is common for both
comprerr-`nsive school students and upper secondary
school students to have to travel up to one hour from
home. There are also boarding arrangements for rural
students. especially those in upper secondary school.

ah individual secondary school region cannot nor:
really offer all study lines. The secondary school regions
thus collaborate in creating larger regions for lines with
lw students in them.

The practical availability of schooling therefore varies.
( lnc part of the efforts to achieve.s.ocial equali ;y has been
to provide comprehensive school stildeuts with free rides
on regular public transportation systems or special school
vehicles ( where appropriate, also free room and boqfrd).
Secondary school students who need transportation or
room and board, regardless of the economic status of their
families, receive special grants in addition to the general
stud) allowance paid to everyone.

117., Stlideitt Chinne, Apeivah.:atum

Our of the objectives specified in the 1950 parliamentary
decision on the future development of the schools, and one
that has often been repeated since then in school legisla-
tion and Oficial curricula, was that the choice ()I study
pingiatti should lw a free one. The is thus that'

16
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each student and his/her parents should choose a study.
program from among those provided in the schools oper-
ated by the public authorities. A student should hus not
be ordered by' teachers or the principal to tae a prticu-..
lar program or subject. Free choice of studi9 became one
oFthe cornerstones of the 1962 Education Act. The practi-
cal implementation of this principle has had far-reaching
consequence* for the structure and function of the schools
a id the educational system.

One important consequence was that the concepts of
Pass and Fail were removed from the compulsory school
system. The system should be organized in such a way
that it encourages the all-round developme-nt of the indi-
vidual. In other; words, the aim of studies should be
.formulated on the basis of the needs of each -student.
Another aspect of free choice is that repeating of grades
has almost entirely disappeared from the schools. There
are a kw instances of students repeating a year, but as a
rule only at the student's own request in connection with
a change of study program. A Rrerequisite for free choice
is more adequate educational and vocational guidance in
tint schools and expand( d practical work training and
vocational orientation pejiods outside the school as well.

Sweden is not alone in lengthening the period of com-
pulsory sc hooling to age 16. This 'has been dotie in most
industrialized countries since World War II. Nor is Swe-
den unique in its efliirts to incorporate lower secondary
school into its. compulsory school system. On the other
hand, Swillen and its Scandinavian neighbors arc among
the kw countries that have consistently postponed track-
ing (streaming) of secondary school pupils into separAte
categories until after they have completed ,compulsory
school, i.e. at age 16. A certain amount of roomfor elec-
tive subjects is given to students from age 13 beyond those
subjects common em all of thein. In addition, from age 13,
students ma% choose between easier or harder course
alteinati% es in lineign languages ond mathematics. But

17
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the main peinciple is that until the end of their. com-
pulsory schooling. students care kept together in undif-
fri.-entiated classes, andfthat regardless of their clibice of
electives and course tpes in the cotnpulsQry school, they
can choose either theoretical (academic) or Practical
study lines in their subsequent non-compulsory schooling.

The postponement of tracking came in sevralAtages.
During the experimental period of the new nine, -year
school in the 1950s, Thost experimental schi)ois divided up

s the stu(knts from age 13 into various classes based on.
their choice 6i' electives. Foreign languages were often the
criterie t fi;r classification. i distinction was made be-
tween students with two, one or (at that tiine) no foreign
languages. Tile- two-language students (there were also
classei; with Jhree languages) ordinarily also had
advanced classes in mathematics, physicis, chemistry and
Swedish. thus constituting a kind of reabkola within the
framework of tIU. experimental school. Vheif the pilot
program was later evaluated by a school commission
appointed in 1957 by the Government at Parliament's
request; it was not The problems in these favo.-ed classes
which received special attention. Instead, the commission

utuf most inq ortant to solve the problems of the
stuil.ais in other. le s.. favored classes. The result was that
inul 962. Parliament determined that eight of the grades in
the nine-% ear school should die untracked. Nut until the
Math grade would students be divided into different study
programs. of w-hick one Ow was preparatory to upper
secondar selIMtl. SMVe were vocationally yrinted, and
others had a more general character.

The experience of the first kw years of the 1962 school
was. in some respects. surprising. In planning, it was
assumed that ahfmt one third of the comprehensive school
s.tidents in grade'} would choosy 9g, i.e. the theoretically
oriented, pre-upper secondary program in the final year.

soon lu oto that the number of students in 9g
(At ceded this poportion. only a few veal's, half of all

I t



students were choosing this program. Toward the end or4
thcl 1.9tiOs, two out of three students chose_ 9g. In, other
words, 9g was flooded with students while some of the
'other prograrnswerekhosen by so-few. students that they
could not be organized. The shift toward theoretical-ror
academic-raletTnatives appears to have been due to a
desire by' students finishing compulsory school to leave.

.;open all the alternative choices fosubsequk!nt studies io
'upper secondary school.

,

Obviouslyit was difficult to satisfy the students' free
choice in grades 7-9 while at the same time dividing 'up
students ineo,various study programs in their subsequent
schooling in accordance with other:, more general prin-
ciples. in 1968, the ct)vernment and arliament accepted
the cons0quenees of this trend by abo ishing the tracking
system also-in grade 9 and thus in the.lcompulthry school'
as a whole. Instead, it was made possible for students in
gritty 7 to begin a second foreign language (German or
French) in addition to English or else technology,

'emnninics or'.art. But the novelty was mainlY, in 1"
ihat these four alternatives beantt essentially equivalent
in value-inr purposes.- or admission to subsequent non-
compulsory schooling. There was no longer any9g which
was "betor- thast,other programs.

This meant that the nii4-year compulsory comprehen-
sive school had become entirely untracked, which was
regarded its a victory for the.effoos at achieving social
equality. But it also meant that, more than previously;
tracking %rid individualization problems were moved
from the administrative level to the internal, pedagogical
level.

Niasurcs to support and encourage individualized
learning has ( been undertaken. STrie of these have as-
sumed the fOrin of resources fOr internal diflerentiation, e.g!'
ltrrnatie courses in mathematics and foreign languages

in co adrs These can be regarded as the last remain-.
log yell( s cal the pro, inns system of differentiated schools.

1 9- t
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The inaltrAdvantage ofalternative courses'is that as a rule
they mean fewer students per teacher in thesi:Thubjects
:liteir weakness i in die fact that with only two courses to
choose from, it is by rib means possible to satisfy the full
range' of needs, for individualization of learning in these
subjects. Itraddition, it has liecothe clear that social class
factors enter into the choice Of Aterrative. Among stu-
dents with equally good aptitude tor. mathematics and
freign languages, those from working Class homes. tend to
choose the easier alternative while their classmates from
moreeavored backgrounds choose the difficult one.

Another resource aimed at individualization is special
education. It was established during the 1950s mainly in
the form remedial and school-readiness classes. Special
education, within the framework of the comprehensive
school was further develope.d and differentiated during
the 1460s. More types of special classes were created, fiA
example reacthig classes, observation classes and classes

;, fowhe physically handicapped, visually impaired and
hard-of:hearing. The expansion of special education in
ret-rnt years has also assumed the form of limited reme-
dial instruction for individua.l Ants who otherwise
remain with their regular class. An effort has been made
in recent years to bridge the gap between special educa-1
tion and ordinary instruction, meaning that the schools
Crave attempted to provide individualization within the
regular class instead of diflerentiation by dividing up
students in various groups.

Equality Bela een.the Sexo and Freedom of Choice

Ethrts to achieve equality hetween the sexes are a good
example of how, in redistribution policy, we-must expect
IvonfrontatiAs between deeply rooted values and tradi-
tions within the family and society as to what kinds of
s(1( ial cqualit!, and equal opportunity we can and should
aim for.
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Among the first measures the educational systeM has
.consistently tried to enforce is opefiing all types of educa-
tio to both sexes and seeking recruitment of.both.male
and female teachers and 'other officials in the schools.
Special girls' schools existed until the end.of the 1960s and
weft finally abolished when the compeehensive schOol
was introduced. All classes arc now coeducatiorial.

Another step has been to pr6vide the schools with a
selection of subjects and courses without regard to sex. In
the compulsory school, boys and girls study the same.
subjects. Boys and girls receive instruction in woodand
metal crafts as wen as textile crafts. Boys have the same
home economies courses as girls,
' In practice, efForts to achieve equality are often in
conflict with free choice. Most of the subjects taught in the
comprehensive school are compulsory, but in grades 7-1
students may choose electives for 15-20% of their time.
Boys and girls often mike diffetent choices then. Boys
choOse technology, while girls choose art and economics:
The ,Sam is true of choosing study lines in the upper
secondary school after age 16. Girls are in majority in the
nursing line, the consumer line, andthe clothing tnanu-

, facturing line, while boys are correspondingly over-
represented in the motor engineering line, the electro-
technical line.. and the workshop line.

Experience tells us 'that' equality betweem the sexes in.
these study lines cannot be reconciled with freedom of
choice. 13.roNsals have recently been made to introduce
sex quotas. tinder such a system, students from the
minority sex (e.g. boys in the nursing line) would receive
priority over students from the majority sex in admissions

eni studies regardless of other qualificatfions such as gtade-*
point averages or relevqi experience.

Within the higher education system, a icind.of sex quota '
is already being used in certain cases. Ir. choosing stu-
dents fin- It inning as pre-school teach..rs, male applicants
air accepted in proportion to their share of total appli-
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cants, regardless of whether their formal qualifications are
lower than those of female. applicants. The same is true of
nursing school. 0

A clear shift over the decades in the, meaning of the
term equality can be noted. During the 1949s and 1950s,
it often meant equality in the sense of expanded op-
portunities fin; eviTyone regardless of social class,
geographical origins or sex. Open up educational op-
portunities fbr everyone, people said, and a. leveling pro-
css will automatically take place, Longer schooling for

. ,everyone, postponement of tracking into different study
programs, expanded opportunities to attend post-com-
pulsory schools and democratization (broadly defined) of
admissions to higher education were regarded as the high

--road to achieving greater social ()quality.
Nevertl Less, these measures have only partly resulted

in the equality that was intended. During the 1950s and
1960s, the first students to take advantage of the new
opportunities were ()hen cltildren of already fatored.social
classes. Students from these social classes who were pre-

exclt.iPd because they could not meet rigorous
requirements now ibund an or..ring. Research has
shown, however. that continued implementation of this
ripen policy has gradually leci to a 'cer,--tin change in
reluitment to high-status prograths after compulsoiy,
schooling. But in Sweden it took 10-15 years before the
"talent reserve'' of the so-called lower social c'ast's began
taking advantage of the new cluentional opportunities.
W hen it is sometimes claimed that democratization of
educational opportunities has a different effect than in-
tended. i.e. that those with existing advantages receive
further advantages. this is not entirely correct according
to Swedish experience over twenty years of implementa-
tion. The increasing number of students entering
theoretical am. other high-status study programs b:. s con-
sistd essentiallalbeit after a certain time lag if
%%taking class children.
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It should be noted, however, that this leveling process,
has both taken a long time and been on a modest scale.
The previous, optimistic belief in "equal opportunity"
has thus been partially repudiated. This is one of the
reasons behind the shift in the definition of social equality
since the 1950s. 'Equality should not be limited to equal
opportunities: to compete. Nor does it mean That everyone
is to receive the same or similar instruction. Special help
and' compensatory measures for the disadvantaged are a
necessary part of a school for everyone. Only in one
respect does social equality aim at "sameness" among
individuals: it tries to provide all individuals with the same
general, fundamental civic skills, the abilityto function as
'active, contributing members of society; a basic compe-
tenee in communication, speaking, reading, writineund
mathematics, a basic orientation in natural and social
sciences andabove alla belief and a confidence in their
own worth and Ltheir own opportunities to continue a
lir -mg learning process,

Underlying this partial change of views on 'social
eciaatityin Swedet, is, not least, experience from the im-
inigation wave of recent years. Of the country's 83 mil-
lion inhabitants, nearly one million are now immigrants
or children of immigrants.

The Schools and Society

One of the objectives of educational reforms since 1950
has be en to provide the scaols with a structure and
come Ats which prepared the individual stucient for active
participation in working life ant society in general. In the

s001, this was expressed mainly in changed
schedules and course . plans. Social subjects instruction
received more spacefrom locaknowledge in the lowest
grildes to edish and/intenititimal social iss(tes in the
highest. (:iics as a special subject was assigned a certain
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number of classroom hours from grade 4 all the way
through the .coniprehensive school. The official com-
prehensive school curriculum published in 1962 intro-
duced studyl visits to various social institutions as a com-
pulsory part of instruction.

,

Contacts between the schopls and the labor market
Avere undertgken in a natural way in the study programs
ilito which the last ye4(`of the new school system was
divided. During, the experimental period of the 1950s,
on-the-.Lob. vocational practice was part of the program
fur students in vocationally oriented study programs in
grade 9. In gradei, students in practically oriented study
programs could take part in 4--t1 weeks of practical voca-

,1 tional orientation on the local labor market.. The 1962-
official curriculum for the comprehensive school placed a
three-week maximutn length on practical vocational
owientation, but at the satire time also extended it to all
students in grade 8.,Previously, students who had chosen
theoretical subjects had received no practical vocaflonal
otientation;Thet curriculum published in 1969 abolished
the separile study programs in grade 9. The three -week
period for practical vocational orientation and study visits
was shifted at that time to the last year of comprehensive
srho since it would no longer be followed by any divi-
sit In of students into separate study programs during
comprehensk e school.

Much of the responsibility 1;)1 creating links between
comprehensi% e school instruction mid working life and
tiDeii% Wlti assumed by so-called vocational guidance
teaiers. Such teachers existed until 1969 in all corn-
prehensi% e schools uttering grades 7-9. They often per-
limited part of their work at the local office of the Public
Emplo.ncitt Set vice. Since the 1969 revision of the corn -

prrehensi%e school curriculum, educational and vocational
guidance servit'es has oven partially shtftedto the upper
Ncondai sluv >1. Both types of schools have special cat-
( hits in this field.
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The types of schools,which were the predeceltors of
grades 7-9 in the compulsory schooli.e. the realskola
and vocational training schoolsProvided entirely differ-
ent opportunities' for links with working life and society.
During the 1950s and 1960s, efforts were made to in-
corporate a broad social and labor market orientation into
..the program of the schools, using the schools as the site.
;Fhis.became a part of the ichool system, and the scItools
essentially assumed r'esponsibility.foi it themselvesrtur-
ing the 1970s, the trend has been partly a different one.
Not least as a consequence of public discussion on the
supposed isolation of the schools, they have begun'placing
an increasing proportion of4eir programs outside their
own wYtlls. The opportunities for "school-weary'young
people aged 14-16 to 'ake 'part in .school-superviiell
practical work on the labol market have increased due to
the introduction of so-called adjusted study programs for
individual students. There are currently proposals at
hand which would allow all students in comprehensive

...school to receive 6-10 weeks of on-the-job vocational
orientation. To a growing extent, people who are not
teachers are being permitted to take over instruction,
while in their undergraduate education and subsequent
in-service training, teachers are receiving increased con-
tact with other work besides instruction. If school links
with working life and society were thus characterized in
the 1950s and 1960s by an effort to "assimilate" them into
the schools, the 1970s are characterized by "dissimila-
tion," i.e. a transfer to the community at large of training
and educational res nsibilities that were previouily re-

exc usive tasks of the schools and of teach-
.-

s.

Links with society arc not only achieved by pitting
special social subjects on the school timetable. They are
regarded as one dimension of most subjects, a way of
:working as well as a separate field of knowledge. The
structure of the schoo31s, too, is of great significance to the
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way students view scNety. Not least important is how the
school functions in providing Free choice and in coin=

o bitting theoretkal and practical training, vocational and
general phjrcts.

l. tb space of two decades, thepost-compuIsory edu-
' .eation:has grown front encompassing a limited selection of

young people to encompass the majority. .Over a brief
period there has been a completely revolutionaryechange
in the lives of yoUng people aged 16-19. Underlying this

.. change are factOrs similar to those that brought about a
lengthening of compulsory schooling: the eed for educ -
tion and the lack of available activities Wier ca-
tion. The opportunities for 16-year-olds to find an open-
'mg on the labor market have become so limited that most
of them have no-other choice than studies. It becomes a
mat ter of peripheral interest to them whether schooling is
described as eompulgory or voluntary.

Differentiation --A Difficult Issue

The issue of when and-bow students in the compulsory
school should be 'divided into different study pro-
gramAtracking or streamingwas the most widely dis-
cussed issue throughout the experimental period inthe
1950s. There were mo traditional viewpoints on this. One
IA as that at an early stage. and no later than age 12-13,
studetus shhuld 1w divided up into so-called theoretical
and practical orientations. The other vie spoint was that

°such tr'ackin should take place as tate as possible, pref.-
erahl% not.until:alrer compulsory schooling, i.e. at age 16.
1-he issue was closelr.intertwined with that of free choice.
Should stitch:Ms xncl, wit parents he allowed to choose
tic,-1%. or should..the school and its teachers be able to

spy( ial requirements for certain choices and
I... ;eh% thAtsek cs carry out the distribution astudents
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into carious sttniv programs' As in the 1950 parliamen-
tars set of principles, the 1962 decision was that students
should nave free choice.

The issue of tracking was also closely connected with
the gnestion of howt*to assign marks to students for their
performance in their studies. Should any marks be given
at all in the compulsory school and, if so, should marks be
based on fixed scale of dehievemeelt (absolute marks.'')
or on a ranking scale ( "relative marks-)? The curricula
published in 1962 and 1969 have resulted in a major
reduction in the use cif marks at primary levels, and in
sonic schools marks have disappeared entirely at these
le% els because the local school board has abolished them.
But in grades 7-9' of the compulsory school, i.e. at lower
secondary level, marks are still used. Final marks are also
crucial to students who have chosen a study line at upper
secondar school where the nuniber of places is smaller
than the number ofittpplicants and a selection is therefore
necessar . rhere is a five-point scale of marks. on which 1
is lowest and 5 is highest on a relative basis for the
countr% as a w hole.Cro help arrive at norms fbr assigning
mat ks nationall% standardized tests are given in Swedish,
IncI neigh languages and mathematics in the comprehensive

pool. At the upper secondary level, standardized tests
etc inhnutistered at all schools throughout the country in
.t number of additional theoretical skill subjects. These
tests me compulsor% only in the upper secondary school.

he establishment of these rules in 1962 was based on a
ompoinnse c. ithin the government-appointed school

commission w hich in 1957 was asked to evaluate the
e\peomental programs. According to this compromise,
known as the Visit\ Agreement, tracking of compulsory
si hind itudents would not take place until their final year.
Btu tt would be preceded by a tier choice of subjects and
coo sec tug the two grades preceding the final year.

I he c (now (muse w as accepted by the teachers' mgalli-
/.01.,lis. e\( IT( hot !cachets in secondary-lcl theoretical
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subjects. They wanted tracking during the entire loWer
secondary stage, i.e. grades 7-9, into different classes
lTased on electives. According to their proposal, seidents
in the nine-year school would all be in the same class only
-during grades 1-6, a4icl after that would be divided into
study programs. This proposal received parliamentary
support only from the Conservative party. The other
political parties mainly- followed the compromise, which
thuS became the Exists for Parliament's decision. As
tnet4ioned above, a subsequent parliamentary decision
entirely abolished tracking in grade 9 as of 1969. Public
debate on tracking since then has gone in waves, some-
times lively and sometimes subdued. But it has never died
out completely. Since 1976 in particular, it gained ne;Ylife
in connection with the recommendations of a govern-
ment-appointed commission on the internal work of the
schools, and the revisions of the comprehensive school
curriculum these recommendations required. Another
important factor was the transfer of po 'er from the Social
Democrats to a coalition Governmt nt of non-socialist
parties the same year. Public debate has, among other
things, come to deal with the question of whether the
school s)stem created in Sweden by the educational re-
titrms of recent decades is capable of taking advantage of
and helping so-called gilled students.

Who Makes Decisions on the Schools?

the old seen -year elementary schools were municipal.
The secondar% schluds were State-run. Municipally oper-
ated secopdart schools also gradtally came into ex-
istence. parallel ith the State secondary schools and
()tiering instruct Urn up to the so-called 3Iudentexamen.
%. hit h qualified a person to enter university-level studies.
Vot ational eduranon was mainly a municipal responsi-
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bit' v from the start and was created for students at the
same a evils as t.hose in the State secondary schools.

(,)

A series of parliamentary decisions,during the 1950s
and 1960s made the entire reformed educational system
from pre-school up to and including upper secondary
school into a municipally run system. There were' few
exceptions: certain special schools for the handicapped
and some private schools. The latter, which at secondary
levels also included company training programs, have
existed on a very limited scale in Sweden. Altogether only
IN or so of all students at compulsory school and upper
secondary levels have attended private or company
schools.

One of The most important results of educational re-
fors was thus that the school system became a municipal

responsibility. 'I'his was regarded as one of the significant
steps toward a democratization of education through in-

'Ncteased local influence. The balance between State hnd
municipal influences on the development and structure of
the educational system has been a much-debated topic
during the 1960s and 1970s. It ilas-been regarded as the
task ()I' the national government and its agencies to
achieve a uniform structure in the educational system. Uni-
tirrtnity has been viewed as a prerequisite for equal educa-
tional +tandard+. This uniformity hasrlargely been achieved.
Cities and rural at.eas have attained the same school
structure as a result of reforms during the 1950s and
1(46s. Urban and rural areas have schools that provide
the same IOrtnal qualifications.

A number of rules came into being through centralized
educational policy decisions in order to level out the dif-
lirnces in students' performanceor in any case reduce
)1)\ ions shortcomings in their knowledge and skills. These
roles concentrated mainly on ways of helping slow
learners and the handicapped. They allowed the
establisltinent ot remedial classes, read)ng school-
( cadincss ( lasses and obsezi.ation cia.s. They also made

"NV>
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it possihle to establish special learning clinics in the
schools to which students could be sent individually for
limited periods without having to leave their regular class
as a result. They also meant that 'so-called companion
teachers could be provided for students within the
framework of normal instruction. A companion teacher is
generally a person with training in special education who
works in a class together with its regular teacher', mainly
with students who have difficulties.

By the mid-1970s, special education in the compulsory
school system had expanded to the poKit where for each
3-4 regular teachers, there was Ovally one full-time
special teacher. Discussions and studies of these problems
began in earnest during 1971-75. The itsult waI a
number of parliamentary decisions in 1976 and 1977,
which mainly meant that responsibility for placing stu-
dents in various types of groups would rest with the
individual school and municipality. This responsibility
also inclnded organizing help and remedial measures for
students who are slow learners or who otperwise or for
other reasons require special assistance or encourage-
ment. The same applies generally to placement of stu-
dents in classes and instructional groups, how teacher
work with \ arsons groups of students, distribution of in-
struction hours in dilierent grades and levels, distribution
of course y norms at %arious age levels, etc.

So far these rules apply only to cornpulsor-y education.
Elie question of'a similar decentralization of guidance and
decision-making lilt. upper secondary education is being
iii\ estigated by special government-appointed commis-
sions.

At upper secondar le% el. student participation in deci-
sion-,making has been sought ky means of so-called joint
councils. %%hit h ha% e existed in all upper secondKry
st 11244s since 196(). Ilic council includes the principal
Yeailmastei i, tea, hers and pupils. The mum. ils have an
ad15,n tun( tvw. In the comprehensive school, itint
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councils are not compulsory. But most comprehensive
schools have estalgished such bodies, assigning them the
Name functions as those jti the upper secondary schools.
Since 1978, all primary and Lower secondary cliOses in the
comprehensive school also gave a class council consisting
of the class teacher and the students, for discussing mat-
ters of common crest to the class. The influence exerted
by joint councils ,d class councils is often determined by
local factors. Itt some tchools they appear to have
contributed actively to increasing student involvement
and influence on the way the school operates. other
schools it is claimed, mainly1,by the students themselves,
that they lack any real influence.

Education for .adults

Adult education has long traditions-in Sweden. The first
folk high schools came into existence in 1868. Adult edu-
cation associations affiliated with special-ikterest, trade
onion or perPtioul<ganizations emerged around the turn
of the century. But it was during the 1960s that adult
education became a major factor in Swedish educational
policy. There were many reasons lin this. The alrmist
explosive grow th of the regular school system resulted in a
generation gale- -the adult population who carried the
main economic burden lbr the diuntry had not received
itilVM, here. near the educational benefits now available to
young people. As late as 1970, nearly two-thirds of the
3(/---35 age bracket had only seven years of elementary
schooling plus whatever vocational training they had re-
eel ed. It was considered only fair to demand that the
older generation: too, should entitled to more educa-
tion. Adult studies were also viewed as an essential asset
to I i.ntinited national development, not only in economic
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i .r,'terms but also to provide deeper roots for democravy and
cultural tile.

41..

There are more than if fidk high schools. They are
owned by county councils, popular. movements, other
organizations or spec 1 associations,. Their objective is to
provide a general vic education, with the special aim of
giving /sAldents an insight into their resPonsibilities as
human-beings .and as members of-soeciety. Each schOol
designs its awn program. Folk high schools try to meet
educational needs not fulfilled by-the regular schools. In
1977, Parliament approved legiilation on the general aims
of folk high schools a.m4kthe structure of State subsidies to
them. This decision con firmed the local freedom of the
schools and even expanded it somewhat.

There are about ten nationwide adult education associa-
tions that operate study circles entitled to State grants. ..-

The associations have links with various organizations
. .

and popular movements, e.g. bluff; -coUar and white-collar
trade union movements, political parties and churches.
The adult education associations collaborate with
librarivs, kilk high schools and other cultural institutions.
Their stuN circles include a .broad range oT subjects.
hese subjects vary considerably from one association to
another.

Municipal adult education aims at providing preparation
tiff continued studies or an occupation . About 3O% of the
participants are taking cotnprehen ivy school courses:'
14r--, are in upper secondary courses, and 30% are in
special vocationally oriented courses. Municipal adult
education is proVided, in principle, within all of Sweden's
municipal districts. But regulations requiring a certain
mitiii,um number of participants per class result in a
CillIcentratiun of courses in larger population centers.

Labor market training aims at providing vocational edu-
t arson to people who- are unemployed or in danger of
Iiii,itrg their jobs. It is sponseieci by the National Board of
Edueattim both at 48 training centers and within the
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regular educational system. The main emphasis within
labor market ,training programs is on manufacturing
occupations.

One general objective in planning adult education is to
encourage people with little, schooling frpm ,eir early
years4or with special educational needs, to take part in
studies. Every employee isettgally entitled to take a leave
of absence from his or her job to puriue studies. A person
may then be eligible for a special adult study grant.
Students in labor market training piograms 'receive
training allowances.

Universities and Professional Collekes During the
1950s and196Qs

universities and professional colleges in Sweden are
based on, traditions which they essentially share with
similar institutions on the European Continent. As re -'
cently as 25 years ago, the universities (then only two in
number, .,Uppsala and Lund) were divided into the four
classical faculties: theology, law, medicine, and liberal
arts.

Besides the universities there were "colleges" of uni-
versity type (Stockholm, Goteborg, and a number of
spec alized professional colleges existed. The total num-
ber of students in Swedish higher education in 1950 was

. about 15,000.
During the unemployment of the 193 s university-edu-

.

cated people, too, had difficulty finding work: A govern-
ment-appointed commission's study of these conditions,
carried out at that time, expAsed a point of view which
was to underlie the plantli4 of the higher education Syr

system 'until the mid-1970s. Act ss to m osjt university.
study programs was to be automatic fors=all applicants
%% ho fulfilled basic requirements, while admissions to
specialized professional colleges would be limited..
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The Social Democratic Government which took office

in 1:)45, following dissolution of the wartime coalition.
Government, quickly made known its view that higher;
education and research would be of major importance to
Sweden in the future. The strengthening orhigher educa-
tion

adeamonwoth4 things as re arded itions for younger
university

resources which took place during t following dec-
,

traelmrs, was a good platform for the rapid
growth in university and professional college enrollments
which occurred from the mid-1950s until the end of the
1%0s. A study commission on universities, appointed in
1955, came to establish the framework for developments
during that period. Nevertheless, no.one could foresee the
multitude otproblems that were16 be caused by an ex-

' pans ion which meant that eventually between one fourth
and one third of each age bra'cket went on to post-se?
titulary studies, compareti with 4% in the late 1940s.

iPrerequisites for the decisions of the 1950s and 1960s
rtigarding higher education were, on th one hand,
economic growth, and on the other the ex ansion of the'.
school mstein. The country's need for people with higher
education. grew at an unprecedented rata this applied,
fig example, to do;lors, engineers, teachers, and
administrators. The demand was so strong that in the
earls 19.50s9, th4ormal pathways to higher education did
not plfi% Ult. what was considered a sufficient number of
applicants. Certain groups without the Aulentexamen,
among them rIrmentary school teachers andtained so-
cial workers. were at that time given the right to. begin,
higher studies under certain conditions. As the school
S\ tent expanded. a growing nnmper of young people
continued to universities and professional colleges, and
t hr ea I I% I (iims saw the real beginnings of public debate
iii whether it would be possible for those who were then
*lids lug to find work after graduation which cur-
Irspindrd to their le% el of education.

In (mow( tihn witii planning decisions in 1963 and
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1965, Parliament outlined the generedirection of higher
education policy. As previously, there.was to be a sector
,with a limited number of places for applicants, plus a
sector with an unlimited number of places. The 'first
category mainly included clearly occupationally oriented
study programs with relatively high costs per student and
with limited capacity at laboratories and in educational
traineeships. The open sector mainly included study
programs without laboratory work or traineeships and
with less clear occupational tics. This meant that there

*were unlimited admissions to the university faculties of
theologywhich nonetheless had only a modest number
of applicants, la-w, humanities, social sciences, .end natu-
ral 'sciences (in mathematics and other non-lab sub-
jects). As previously, a specific number of applicants were
to he admitted to the remaining. four of the nine faculties
into which the universities had been reorganized iii
1964medicine, dentistry,: pharmacology, and `technol-

Speaking very generally, planning was .based on a ma-
jor expansion of these restricted-admissions faculties to
meet the country's need for doctors, engineers and so on,
and to achieve a certain balance within higher education
as a whole. The open sector was designed to 'provide
everyone formally ,qualified for higher studies with an
opportunity to pursue them, while meeting -the need for
clergymen, lawyers, teachers, etc.

expansion of the restricted-admissions faculties did
not, however, suffice to create a balance in relation to the
w ishes of .4.plicants for study prOgrams and the country's
needs. Thrre was an expansion in various educational
program s smsr admission rules and other conditions
turned them into alternatives to university studies. They
included training of journalists, social workers, and teach-
ers in grades 1-6. These "non - academic post-secondary"
pr t ,C;rams %%err available at institutions wfiich in many
eases trree gm anted the status of professional colleges
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during the I 960sschook of journalism, scfropls- of social
work and publiobAdministration, teacher-training coi-
l-eswithout simultaneously being provided with rieir
own rskarch structure other than in a few cases. Fur-
tbermore, other Aucational institutions which recruited
people of univet city age, such as schools for training
nurses and pre-school 'teachers, increased their intake
capacity, and the contents and lengths of their programs
were adapted to new conditions and demands. They were
nevertheless mainly peripheral to the deliberations on
.higher education which took place in the 1950s and 1960s.
Colleges in artistic fields. underwent a developmental pro-
cess completely independent of the mainstream OT higher
education policy.

The three university facultieshumanities, social sci-
ences and mathematics /natural scienceswhich were the
heirs in the old Liber it Arts Faculty and are indeed
nowadays collectively referred to as liberal arts faculties,
nevertheless, expanded beyond all expectations, especially
the first two. In 1960, humanities and social sciences had

1 '15,000 students. In 1964, they were divided into
separate faculties. In 1970, the faculty of humanities had
nearly 30,000 students and social sciences had more than
40.000. An automatic budgeting systerseallotted teachers'
salaries tOr undergraduate instruction in proportion to the
number ofstudents. Major efforts were undertaken to rent
and build classroom and research facilities and to expand
%want housing run bv the student unions..

Nonetheless. in order to limit the growth in student
enfQ11ments to some extent, initiatives were taken to make
higher studies more efficient and to streamline course
contents...1n important,prerequisite for this work wajthat
I,u'mans -car,. studies for the Bachelor of Arts degree at
the liberal arts faculties were ,nominally supposed to re-
quire only 3-31!2 years of fiill-time Study. By means of a
parliattientat decision in 1969. studies at these faculties
w ere (It-gm/As-into well-defined program). The purpose
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was to achieve greater coherence andiefficiency in under-
graduate ducatiuti as a whole and to improve conditions

designing)he contents of study programs, in keeping
with national needs. Finally, the training of teachers in
specialized subjects for secondary schools was reformed so
that in addition to their undergraduate studies at a uni-
versity, student teachers underwent a 'final practical-
pedagogical year at a teacher-training colege. A college of
library sciences was established in 1972 with similar
functions for those who aimed at library work.

University t oform policies during the 1960s also, in-
cluded an appraisal of postgraduate education, which had
been organized in two stages: the degree of licenciat and
tlii doctoral degree. In 1969, Parliament decided that
postgraduate studies should require 3-4 years biyond
the undergraduate degree.at each faculty and should lead
without any intermediary stage directly to the doctorate.

-
. 2

Higher Education for New Categories of Students

For a long time, university policy was based on the re-
-41.° quirement of a studeniexamen, a matriculation certifiltate

based on tests taken upon completion of secondary
studies, tOr admission to any elf the faculties. As men-
tiimed previously, regulations were waived in the early
I 950s, which also made it possible for certain other
gr( nips. in limited numbers, to begin university studies. 1,-,
other words, access to the so-called free facultio war, only
ostensibly free. The volume of students at these faculties

an vregulated by admissions to the thetxistirig up r
secondary school (gymnasium!: in this way, aboyt two
thirds of each age bracket were excluded from university
studies in the mid- 1960s.

.\ seed v. ith great explosive power was sowed by the
Go. ernment in 1965 when it appointed a commission to

. 4 ,
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work out proposals fro new rules on admission qualifica-
. tions and selection of students for higher, education. In

1972, when Parliament approved a-decision in principle
on the basis of the commission's proposals, the system of
an "integrated- upper secondary scluit-N1 had been im-
plmented, with .three-"ear and four-year study lines
equivalent to the traditional gymnasium as well as two-
ear lines which in most cases were directly vocationally
oriented. According to the parliamentary decision, which
after additional commission studies came to be im-
plemented in 1977 together with the rest of the higher
education reform, every study line in the upper secondary
school (in some cases after supplementary studies. in
Swedish and English), as well as other studies,ith equiv-
alent aims and lengths, fulfills the general admission re-
quirement for higher eduiation. A person who is at least
5 veins old and has at least four years of occupational
everience, regardless of schooling, also fulfills the general
admission requirement. On top of this there are special
admission requirementsexpressed as knowledge equiv-
alent to upper secondary school courses in special sub-

. jectsfor various programs and courses in the higher
education system. The new rules mean that, in principle,
e adult is formally entitled to begin higher studies,
and the expanded system of adult education provides
Lrenuine opportunities tin must people to acquire the pre-
% ions kin ledge leg tined for higher education. The re-
tot m der ision also includes the application of nrw rules
Ito wk.( tint; students tor higher education programs with
limited admissions. these rules guarantee admission to
appt't tot citegories with different backgrounds, in ac-

ith proportional quotas. In addition to school
ks. win king experience and other criteria also entitle a

prison to tittaltitcattull potelt,S.
it IN tit ras to assess the impact of the new admission

Anil rink a ear no AS time passes. the behavior
imocins apitk mg to higher education adapt

it}
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themselves to the p14\vailing rule systeisn. The median age
of those accepted into high-status study programs, in
particular, has risen noticeably. Student bodies generally
appear to have become more heterogeneous, even if the
reformers' dream of reaching entirely new categories of
students has not been ,realized to the extent perhaps
hoped fin.

Ibe new admission rules fir higher education can, to
sonic extent, be said to be the result of reforms in the
upper secondary school and in adult education. The task
assigned to the 1968 Educational Commission (U68)to
make recommendations on the size, location and
structure of post - secondary education may be regarded
more generally as a continuation of the intentions behind
the comprehensive school and upper secondary school
refbrms of the 1950s and 1960s. In other words, it was not
the student movements of 1968 which caused the U68
commission to begin its works, as is occasionally claimed
in public debate:although obviously these events influ7
(moll both its working methods and the direction of its
proposals to some extent. The ideas found in the U68
commission's main report (1973) have their origins rather
in the debates of the 1960s within the white-collar trade
union c.onfederations SAC() and, particularly, TCO.

It was stressed in the Government's instructions to the
Uti8 conunission that the distinction between academic
and la in-academicpost-secondary education should lib
longer he applied. There should be a common fimda-
mental approach to the activities and planning of the
w hole post-secondary field the higher education
system--at the same time as its various parts should,
w it hin this common approach. preserve at*develop their
special character. All undergraduate studies in the higher
e/ucatilin s stem should prepare a person for a future
occupation. evert if this is not intended as its only aim. All
higher educativu should have links with research, even if
this i annot always take place in traditional firms through

3 9
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local and personal links. It is obvious that the intentions
of the refbrin implied difkrent thinfirs for programs at the
liberal arts facultieS of the mniversititts and for strongly
vocationally linked programs, for training nurses, pre-
school teachers, musicians, and so on.

In 1975, liarliament approved the principles behind the
new higher education system. Within the new structure,
the factetiesbearers of the academic nucleus of the pre=
vious post-secondary systemlost their role in under-
graduate education. Instead, undergraduate studies are
organized in study programs grouped into five vocational
training sectors (technical, administrative-economic-so-
cial welfare, medical-parameflical, teaching, and cultural-
infomational), as well as in single courses.

The recommendations of the U68- commission also,in-
eluded removing another dividing line which had played
a crucial part in provious higher education policythe
one between programs with restricted admissions and
those with opera admissions. This proposal was based on a
common fundamental approach in principle toall higher
education: every part of the system should be planned
with rekrence both to the educational needs of individ-
uals and to national needs for trained people, An im-

_portant prerequisite of the proposal to limit admissions
all higher education was that the new rules cm eligibility
for admission made it possible in principle for every adult
to apply fin- higher education. Resources for higher edu-
cation had to be weighed against resources available for
other educational purposes, especially other study /pro-
grams fur adults.

The Uti8 commission strongly underlined that its rec-
oendations on restricted adinissions must not he in-
terpreted as meaning that the intake capacity of every
study program should he determined only by utilizing
forecasts. of the demand for people with such training.
loskrad. the total capacity of the higher education system
should. as tax as possible, hi. based on the demands of

0.
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intik iduals. In distributing resolvers to the various pro-
to anis. assessments idluture national lull within differ-
ent occupational categoriesin themselves extremely dif-
ficult to makewere only one of many factors to be taken
into account.

llOrts to create greater diversity in available under-
graduate programs had long been part of higher educa-
tion polie%. They are an even more important part of a
pc lic% which aims at reaching new categories of students.
Flu demand flir education, which after all determines the
number of new students, aims at the courses and study
programs which actually exist. Educational needs which
are not mei by an fk).rni of education remain latent. Due
among other things to a deviniing number of new students
entering the liberal arts faculties in the early 1970s, the
unkersities had taken initiatives to create new courses to
rad) nr% catrgottes of students. Centralized committee

work led to the establishment of "technical-vocational
higher education "courses running II 1/2 years and
Intended kit skilled workers in the engineering and other
industries. Since 1977 when the new organizational
s% stem was implemented and tesponsibilitv for courses
t%,IN shifted to the individual institutions of higher educa-
tion. a large number of tie's- courses have been started.
iesponding to a %anti% of needs. Development of the
ontents t,t studs programs and their structure has thus

111-en tie( (Ism% CoMpkInctit to the new admission rules
.% hen tt come,: to reaching new categories of students.

matter issue III preparing the parliamentary decision
tt tn;) on the structure of higher education was whether

veil admissions should be retained ,.ithin part of the
s\ solo I he t OH commissions recomn endationswhich

%%mild [lase meant just the oppositeawakened
opp.,,tnoti anima!, students and within the Liberal and
t .01% e pat ties. which together with the Center

)slued new eminent in 1976. Thus, in the
!H.-1 %, .11 !W\\ Ittghcr Cd ()Ca tiOn SICM. Opn
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admission was granted to a small sector, including i.a. the
economics program. In 1979, Parliament decided that the
saute framework plapning system is to be applied to the
whole field of higher education. This makes it possible t(?
limit the intake capacity of any free study ogram or,
single (1 mrse.

The Location and Structure of Higher Education

When the growth (higher education accelerated during
the 19511s. it was na1ral to plan for expansion of the
existing universities at Uppsala and Lund and, above all,
supplement and expand resources for higher education.)
and research in the large cities of Stockholm and
Goteborg. New. faculties and professional colleges were
established and the number of students grew rapidly.

At the beginning of the 1960s, the immediate prospect
was an expansion within the universities and professional
«dirges on a tar bigger scale than had thus fin- been

isioned. A C1/111,111titilun out litliVrtillitS and rtatitii011:11

yullegcs appointed in 1(63 recommended the creation of
mit\ eisit\ annexes thranch campuses), and Parliament
appt.,,d then establishment beginning in 19h7: an annex
tee the .inversit of Stockholm was, created at Linkiiping.
on- it. Uppsala at Orebro. one to the Uuiversits of

Gtiteliorg at Kalltitad. and an annex to the University of
1.0n11 at Vaxio..1 he bast( idea was to relieve the pressure
,en student housing and teaching premises in the inn-
krisit, tow its. he most popular subjects within the
ta social scUmt es and mathematics/
nalin11 st IIn(11 it hrf wotdti within the (pen-M/111k-
si4 .11s tot sere ()fief NI at the blanch ampuses, which
Arnim-wankel\ ',mauled part of their parent tinker-
,Ities

tui iwsitttin.tic cell'. anon and lot research
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Acre not supposed to he located at the new centers, which
resulted in nest nuis about the link between research and
undergraduate training being asked from new perspec-

dyes. Soon another problem arose: while the annexes
helped reduce the pressure at the parent universities,
there was an increase in new categories of students from
in and around Eht towns with such branch campuses, who
would not otherwise have applied for higher education.
The imbalance between sectors with restricted and with
open admissions in Swedish higher education became
e en more dramatic, and the significance of location in
deliberating about quantitative planning became evident.

As early as the 1950s, regional development policy
a-spects had been taken into account in planning higher
education. North of Uppsalawithin an area covering
more than two-thirds of Sweden's areathere were no
resources fir higher education and research. The first
facilities were established at Umea, where dentiry beg. a
to In' taught. the iminertte reason being a shortage of
dentists in northern Sweden. The University of Umea was
established in 1%3.

When the Utiii commission examined the issue of
geographical 1ocation of higher education facilities, it

tried to take all significant factors into account. There was
e% i fence 41 the influence the proximity factor exerted both
on recruitment to higher education and on where
graduates chose t lye during their subsequent profes-
sional o cers. irographical proximity was, in fact, in-
( reasingh important because higher education also
mioght to recruit older students and because both spouses
in \ ming families were increasingly likely to ha\ e gainful
emplo went.

ihe end ot the Mos, the regional development
polio debate intensified. and the economic situation of
cm,ite parts of the country became a major political

1,sor I n 1(17 I . hament decided that future expansion
Ho( allow sly luld take place outside the largest
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urban areasand thus outside the four biggest centers of
higher education. in 1971, an institution of higher educal
lion was also finmded at Lulea in the far north, to provid
technical research and education there.

Parliament's decision of 1975 on reforming the higher
education system was based on these conditions. The new
higher education structure scheduled to take effect in 1977
included State-run institutions of higher education in 1

tow ns besides those which had been allotted resources for
both research and higher education through earlier deci-
sions. With two exceptions, each of these towns already
had post-secondary schools or professional colleges o
various kinds (link ersity annexes, teacher-training col
leges. schools of social work and public administratio ,

pre-school teacher-training institutes, etc.) which It m
the nucleus of the new institutions and the starting point
lot future planning.

The purpose of this structure is to allow local regional
and national needsboth individual and so alto be
weighed together in planning. The new institutions of
higher Mut ation have already developed a broad
spectrum of new courses which have turned out to be
popular.

Municipal higher education is found in a large number
of tow ns, Including others besides the 21 centers which
ha% c Starr -tun institutions of higher education. They use
the facilities of tippet secondary schools and often meet
loLal of regional needs.

cfmling to the 1975 parliamentary decision. the
«mutt. 15 di' 'tried mu, six higher education regions, each

nth a regional kiard of governors. One of the main tasks
of the regional hoards is to be responsible fin- the regional
,,spec Is it higher education planning.

1 he traditimal structure of Swedish universities gar
nialor infincnce to tenni rd full professors, both in de-
ter mining the «querns of instruction and research and in
the boaids esenates of councils) of the universitites, and to

I.!
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some extent also at national level. Thus until 1964, the
Chancellor of Sweden's universities was chosen by an
electoral body whose members were full professors. ut
students were not lacking in influence: beginning in the
1940s. bodies that included students and teachers had
advisory tasks in connection with instruction. The student
unions, with State subsidies, handled the construction of
student housing.

When the system of university administration was re-
(uried in 1964, the purpose was to strengthen the plan-
ning function, mainly at national level. A new central
government agency, the Office of the Chancellor of
Swedish Universities was created. In principle, it was
given the same status as other agencies, for example the
National Board of Education and the National Labor
Market Board. A lay board including representatives of
labor and management Organizations was put in charge of
the Office of the Chancellor of Swedish Universities. The
Chancellor, it Government appointee, was to serve as the
director-general and board chairman of the new agency.
Its structure was based on the faculties, and thus ex-
cluded higher education outside the faculty system. Five
faculty planning committees were established as_advisory
bodies attached to its board. The agency's budget in-
cluded faculty appropriations:covering the"whole country.

The local (organizational structure of the universities
was to be based on ik pattern common to the whole
country. Centralized planning also included details of
how instruction was to he o !;anized, the subdivisi, into
departments. and the shape of administration. Advisory
bodies including student representativiss gained a

stronger position. In addition to the rector (president or
t it e-( hancllor) who was chosen by the professors, each
tino.ersit,. was also given a government-appointed
administrative director. Within this structure, it was con-
sidered possible to keep administrative functions separate
hom t eseal( li and instruction.
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Quite soon, other forces became part of the picture.
After 1 468, influenced both by events abroad and in*Swe-
den, an experimental system was started with the aim of
creating better collaboration with students and various
staff categories, teachers and others, in the decision-
making bodies of the universities.

The prUessional colleges outside tlAjurisdiction of the
Office of the Chancellor of Swedish Universities had
highly varying organizational structures during the 1960s.
The teacher-training colleges were under the purview of
the National Board of Education and were under civil
service control through their sectors, who were Govern-
ment appointees. The schools of social work and public,
administration, which had come into existence mainly to
inert municipal needs for civil servants, had lay boards of
governors including municipal representatives. Within
these non-academic 'professional colleges, too, collabora-
tion with students and staff deNA.loped'after 1968, taking
different limns depending on the wide range of conditions
prevailing at the various iollges. Nursing schools and
other inAtitutions which after 1977 were to foN the core
of the municipal higher education system had a structure
similar to that of the regular school system, and collab-
oration with students and staff was poorly developed.

Under the higher education reform implemented in
1(77. e%cr institution of higher education has a linifin-in
tiliznitational Iraniework determined by Parliament aftd
th, Go.ernment. Within this structure., the driision-
in.tking bodies at each school have considerable freedom
tf. shape both its programs and its organizati6rtal set-up.

his decentralization can he regarded as one expression
of genetal trend in Sweden. It is related to a
eloped e ollahoration in decision-making between various

groups at each institution andabove allthe creation of.
instittitiimal boards of governors including representa-
o% cs or the general public. These boards also include
tcat luts. one of them being the rector of the institution,
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plus the administrative director and representatives of the
students and staff. Program committeescomprising
tylual numbers of: representatives of students, teachers
and thil appropriate occupational categories toward
which the training leadshave been created to assume
responsibility for plaating study programs. In other
words, direct Contact between the individual institution

9 and tile outside community has been guaranteed in var-
ious ways, while instruction and researcVer se as wyll as
student and staffs' organizations are representeil. .

As mentioned previously, municipal higher education
normally shares. facilities with the upper secondary school.,
For this reason, in certain respects their local- structure
is coordinated with that ofothe upper secondary school
system. But program committees exist also in municipal
higher education. F.

/T6'. As part of the decentralization of decision-making
functiims. the National Board of Universities and Col=
legesin the reformed higher education system the new

wane for the Office of the Chancellor of Swedish Uni-
versities has undergone a partial revision of its tasks. It.
will do less sukrvising bPdetails and will instead provide
more services to the institutions of higher education. At
the same time, it will retain respoThsibitity for helping
hring about implemfmation of the intentions of Parlia-
ment a id the Government. and by developing knowledge
of t higher education system, lay the groundwork for

Tisions on the future of the system.
It will take time betin-e the new relationship between

the higher education institutions and the National Board
of Universities and Colleges develops and stabiljzes. This
is e% en more true of the relat&s between the six regional
hoards of higher education with their strong political
liesand local and national higher education bodies. The
regional hoards %%ere created to meet the need for a
strwigri lucid and regional social,,Ovolvement in higher
edni,aiwn olanning than the boards of each institution

4 7 -
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could provide. So far their. tasks mainly center yie
quantitative planning and location of courses and

. facilities.
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Recurrent, ;Education

During the 1960s, the general trend in Swedish education
was, toward a lengthening of the peried young people
spent in school, an increase in general subjects there, and
a postponement of specialization and vocational orienta-
tion. At the same time, adult education in its various
forms grew into a nece4sary supplement to thCschooling
provided to the young. During the 1970s, One topic of
educational policy discussions has been how to, achieve a
good balance between ,educational programs during dif-
terent periods of people's lives, viewed both from the
perspective of the individual and of society. An approach
has emerged which involves a conscious alternation be-
tween periods of education and periods of gainful ern-. ploytnent or other activity. The parliamentary decision of
1975 on reforming the higher education system also states
that educational planning as a whole should be based on
the principle of recurrent education. This signifies an
abandonment of the belief that education should prefer-

'.4 -ably be coneentratedOto a continuous period during
youth, which ishen Mowed by an uninterrupted period
of gainful employment until retirfment.

There are a number of signs that a pattern of recurrent
t'd (li i] is emerging.

(Of the nearly 90% of each age bracket who now con-
tinue to upper secondary school after 'compulsory school-
ing, tnati first take a year or, more off and then resume
their studies. This is the case with abmil 15% out of the
nearly 904,: In other words, they themselves decide in
this way to alternate education and gainful employment.

N) 49 k
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There are reasons to encimrage such a trend by means of
variolis educational and labor market policy measures. . , 1

State-run and municipal adult education have created
increased opportunities to alternate-or otherwise combine
education and gainful employment. This adult education
system today has as many students as the upper sec-
ondary schools.

Nearly two million people take part each year in study
circles operated by thu adult education associations, a
very high figure fin a population of 8.3 million. These
studies are; of course, limited to a few dozen hours per
person and consist largely of practical and artistic sub-
jects, but in any event they give many people the op-
portunity to study while holding down` jobs.

Corresponding tendencies can be noted in adult educa-
tion programs at the fOlk high schools. The number of
full-year students at these institutions has not increased
user the past ten years. On the other hand, since 1970 the
number taking short courses has increased from about
1000 to'about 150,000 per year. A similar type of activity
is the training mailable in small program packages at
cc. :e and confereuce centers, under the auspices of corn -
p:: .tier., lid organizations. This training, too, has in-

.
cl,....- , noticeably in scale. Programs of these types may
be regarded as building blocks in an emerging system of
recurrent rdtication.

I.: en betbre the higher education reform of 1977, about
half the new students entering the open-admissivs
faculties of the uniersities %cere at least 25 years old, i.e.
the had alternated gainful employment and education in
Yinte WAN . The number of part-time .istudents at these
fou ultics. i.e. those normally likely to combine or alternate
education and gainful employment, ,had also grown from
only about 3 %, in 1970 to more than 30%. At the same
f.t.:tilties it had .dso become common for students to say
iii % (ink %%anted to take single courses and subj(4.4.ts but
not w,u k toward a Mil academic degree. After 1970 these

Ifi
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students had grown from just over 10% to about 70% of
annual new registt ants..

The new rules on admissions to higher education in'tro-
duced in 1977, making, adults with working experience
eligible few higher educaption,'and in which s'ainful em-
ployment entitles a person to additiolial qualifying points
in the competition fin. places in study programs that can-
not accept all applicants, have generally meant major
changes itri the age, knowledge and experience of those
beginning higher studies. In the long run, the pattern of
recurrent education now developing may change not only
recruitment to higher studies, but also the contents of
these studies and recruitment patterns on the labor mar-
ket.

One of the purposes of recurrent education is to achieve
a more vigorous interaction between the labor market and
education. It should become possible for upper secondary
and, above all. higher education to be increasingly based
on the practical experiences of students themselves.

'Theoretical studies can, to .a greater extent, consist of
analyses of such experiences. Obviously with such a
trend, experience from adult-education will be essential to
interaction both in upper secondary school andL higher
education. The borderlines between adult education and
regular post-compulsory education are becoming more
vague, at the same time as the need for training programs
of difliFent types remains and becomes even strongec.

Labor market trends will thus have great significance
for the future strUcture\and contents of education:Tech-
nical development may lead to a polarization of the labor
market and a growing gap between skilled and unskilled
%% oil tasks. A fundittnuntal question is: What conclusions
air to he (tra,A n from this concerning the structure of jobs
and the job-prparatory role of the schools? Efforts to
impro% r the vork environment and to increase employee\
parti( ipation in decision-making will also place4pecial
demand, on education.
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Strategy and Instruments
of Educational 'Reforms

Educational Policy-Making

The preceding sections have briefly described what has
happened in the Swedish educational reforms of recent
yt ars. I t is also of interest how this work has been carried
out, \what strategy has been followed and what instru-
mentsve been used. Here isla short description of two
of tht:...tm\st typically Swedish reform instruments: goy-

\
ernnient-appointed commissions in their role as creators
of refbrm policy, and centralized administrative agencies
as the bodA responsible for implementing these reforms.

Swklen is 'usually regarded as having a strongly fi

centralized ed4ational administration. Educational. re-
fOrms are often r'igarded as having originated at national
level and being kpread first to repiionally and then to
locally responsible educational boles. This creates a
temptation to belie4 that reform str)egies and processes
have an authoritarian, hierarchical structure.

This is not entirely\true. Instead, it can he claimed that
during the post-war p 'rriod, educational issues in Sweden
have been much nior4 clearly; rooted in public opinion
and public policy than \previQ4sly. An example of this is
the annual parliamentary debates during 1950-1962 on
the results of the experimental programs to develop a
nine-,.ear comprehensiye\ochool.

Chara.4.tristic of Sy% edqn is the strong position enjoyed
b popular moveimnts timer the past century. The blue-
, ollat anti 's bite-1.141m hilior movements have grown
strung and now include itiu)st private and public em-
ployees. Educational issujs- have been widely discussed
%it1O1 !flew mnwnents as well as within the free (dis-
!willing; ( hurt !WS. die sports movement, theemperance
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orgiAirations, the consumer cooperative mOvemear the
women'synovment, tl parent-teacher movement, and
in various kinds of adult education organizations. The
role of these popular movements and organizations as
molders of opinion can hardly be overestimated. They
have influenced the political parties, which in turn are
behind tilt...political decisions in Parliament and theGov-
eminent. The pathway to these decisions in Sweden ordi-
narily goes vii the government-appointyd commissions.
These study-commissions (commissions of inquiry) have
becoine-la crucible. for the creation of Swedish reform
policy.

The Swedish study commission system differs in some
respects from its counterparts in other countries. It is

actually an essential \ingredient of the political and
administrative system. \

*44:..4-A-The first stage in a commission is that the appropriate
minister, in this case the Minister of Ethicatiow and
Cultural Affairs, writes instructions for its work and re-
ceives the authorization of the Government to appoint its
members and secretariat...,

Theomembers of alt educational commission are ordi-
narily of three difnirent types: 1) parliamentary or other
political party representatives, 2) representatives of in-
terest groups within the educational system, usually teach-
ers and school administrators, and 3) special experts in
educational research and development work.

:Vet investigative ,...ork usually laAting 2-5 years, the
commission publishes its final report including recom-
mendations tier action. -Ellis customarily includes both a
titnetaffletr putting into effect the proposed relbrms and
a nst estimate tUr these measures. The .series of reports
imblished 1)), a commission often incorporates scientific
and statistical studies of tin- issues covered. During the
retUrrn period since 1950, a large number of doctoral
disser tan( 'its in education have been written as parts of
«,um,sloo tept,rts on educational matters.
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The commission presents its work to the Minister of
Education and Cultural Alliirs, who is normallyexpected
to send the final report and attached special studies to all

%. public agencies affected, by the work of the coMmission, as
well as to organizations representing teachers, parents,
and students, to special - interest and voluntary organiza-
tions of various kinds, e.g. the above-mentioned popular
movements, as well as to municipal governments, colleges
and universities aflectedby the commission's recommen-
dations.

The organizations to which these publications are
circulated often put in a large amount of work' studying
th commission report, the background material on which
t is based. the recommendations it leads to, the timetable
proposed for these changes arid.the expenses .the reform is
supposed to require.

As a rule the Government subsequently presents to
Parliamenki)ill based on the recommendationg made by..

t?the commiss \i%I and the viewpoints on them which it has
gathered. It ha pens only rarely that a commission report
does not result in a Government bill being submitted to
Parliament. It is thus characteristic of the Swedish reform
strategy that an issue which has been raised finally ends
up in one form or another on Parliament's plate. Another
characteristic is that the lap between the presentati.,u of a
commission report mat theoubsequeot parliamentary de-
cision On the same issue is comparatively short.

An additional characteristic of Swedish refbrm ac-
ti%ities is the divisim s process into various stages. It
has thus often happened duet the post-war period that
Parliament has first approved ecision in principle on a
iefiu m i the best known is th decision taken in 1650 on
t hr principles governing the future developeut of the
school s stem) and then later has come back to make
drcisions on Ow details of this development. In both
cases. the decisions are customarily based on commission
prop ,,als and the Government bills resulting from them/
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It is not possible to go into detail here ou the post-war
-onditions that allowed relbrms to be undertaken in this
fashion in two tw more stages. It appears ohvionS, how-
ever, that the political stability prevailing in Sweden since.

.

World War I I has been of great significance.

Administrative Agencies

''rutr.Liktrliament has reached a decision, the politicians
thene and in the Government hand over responsibility for
implementing their ideas to the central administrative
agencies, whose task is one of enforcement.

The central adrriinistrative agencies in the educational
livid in Sweden can most simply be compared with what
other countries would' call the administrative branch of
the Ministry of Education. These central agencies are
mainly charged with carrying out decisions by Parliament
and the Government. Their tasks have been essentially
administrative. During the lively retbrin work of the post-
war period, the agencies have furthermore had to assume
responsibility for giving more exact,'concrete definitions
to educational policy objectives, recommending solutions
io goal conflicts, and generally taking care of the plan-
ning, fidlow-up and assessment of programs. Besides legal
and MI )111nnic experts, they have made increasing use of
tuolksional experts on educational, organizational and
intorniational matters. The directors of the central
administtatice agencies, their divisions and bureaus are

ser% ants and thus, in principle, independent of
ha rn;es to 141) rrnment. Each agency has own board

im hiding representatives of various national interest
groupsyn the labor market. the social welfare field and
in edit( ation.

Ihr municipal and State educational system is

adinini,tetd at national itAri largel by tAo agencies, the



National Board of Education (SkoliiveMyrelsen, SO) and the
National Board of Universities and Colleges (Universites-
oh hiipkoleambeirt ). Primary and secondary in-
struction, including most vocational education, is nation-,
ally under SO .jurisdiction. Municipal and State adult
education, in-service training for teachers, and educa-
tional research and development work also come under
SO jurisdiction at natior-' level.

i parallel to SO within higher education is the Na-
tional Board of Universities and Colleges. For more than
IOU Years, the State-run universities have been ad-
ministered nationally by a University Chancellor. At
first the Chancellor was an independent public official
with a small set retariat, but as mentioned previously, this
arrangement was replaced in 1964 by a special central
administrative agency, the Office of the Chancellor of

-,,Swedish t 'niversnies. At first, only universities and certain
professional colleges were under the jurisdiction of this
agen. I'h reform of higher education decided upon in
1975 led to the creation of the National Board of Univer-
sities and Colleges (UHA) which also incorporates other
professional colleges into its fold.

No detailed description wil! he given here of how the
enn al administrative agencies work to implement the

der isions of Parliament and the Government on educa-
tional matters. But two important instruments should be
mentioned. educational research and development work
and in-ser% ice training of teachers. Both SO and Z.:HA
ierel%e annual appropriations for these programs on the
basis oi parhamentar decisions.

Nor will we examine how the reforms are carried out
doough the de, isions of regional and 'twat bodies. What
ha, been (ICS( i htli heit"--110% the external conditions for
teat lung and learning ha% e been changedof course leads
try Ie,ults (nil\ ii these decisions are followed up in the
mo-i nal a, iilor, (it die ,a-liools and institutions of higher
oleic anon .twook; then stall and students.
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Places with permanent resources for

higher .education at lording to the par-

liamentary decision of 1975
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The Swedish Institute is a government-financed foundation estab-
lished to promote and further Swedish contact with individuals and
institutions abroad and to serve as a channel for international cul-
tural exchange. Thrpugh its various information activities the In-
stitute endeavours loPncrease knowledge of Swedish society and
Swedish culture in other countries. The Institute carries out its activ.
ities in collaboration with Swedish missions and organizations abroad
and maintains the Centre Culturel Suidois in Paris.
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